
INTERVIEW CHEAT SHEAT

Maximize your interviews with

some fresh questions to try

15 QUESTIONS
FOR BETTER
INTERVIEWS 



15 HIGHLY EFFECTIVE

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

Questions are powerful, and as you know, they lead to your decisions on who you hire. So, we think they're pretty

important! That said, asking the right questions can be challenging sometimes. Use this list of questions to give your

interviews some new life! 

Check out www.qualifi.hr to see how you can scale your interview questions to give every candidate the

same experience

Interview Questions

1 - What was your best day ever at work?

6 - What will you miss about your current position?

4 -  If you were an animal, which one would you be?

11 -  How do you define success for yourself?

12 -  Aside from pay, how do you decide where you

want to work?

13 -  Describe the work environment that you're most

likely to thrive in.

You can actually learn a lot about their personality and fit

within your team using this question.

Side note: If their character isn't from The Office do you even

continue? 😂

You may drill down deeper and consider asking this

specifically around how the candidate responds internally

You may start to see trends in your candidates' answers. Use these

as a way to enhance the current culture of your company as well!

This could also be: "what is something you're exceptionally gifted

at?" An example answer could be - "I'm an amazing listener"

2 -  If you could have one superpower, what

would it be and why?
5 -  If I gave you $100,000 to build your own

business, what would you build?
3 -  What fictional character would you most like

to have lunch with?

7 -  How do you respond if someone doesn't like

the work you provided? 

8 -  When was the last time you were disappointed

in your own work?

9 -  If you were our VP of [Insert their potential

department], what's the first thing you would do?

10 -  What is one of your 'everyday human' super

powers?

14 -  How would your co-workers describe the

value you bring to a team?

15 -  What is something you want to accomplish by

the time you retire?

Change of Pace Questions (use these as warmup questions options)

Unique General Interview Questions to Try

http://www.qualifi.hr/

